
‘80s SCI-FI DOCUMENTARY IN SEARCH OF TOMORROW 
SMASHES FUNDRAISING GOALS IN FIRST 24 HOURS  

New Casting Announcements, High-Profile Partnerships and 
Growing Fan-Driven Community Activities Amplify Excitement For Campaign 

LOS ANGELES, CA, May 1, 2020 —  CreatorVC is thrilled to announce that its Kickstarter campaign for  
the ‘80s sci-fi documentary  In Search of Tomorrow  met its fundraising goal within hours of launching and 
has so far skyrocketed by 500%, with exciting new cast members being added throughout the campaign 
and interest in the film’s innovative and pop culture-driven Discord community creating an ever-more 
unique filmmaking experience. 

In Search of Tomorrow  ’s  Kickstarter fundraising campaign  began on April 21, and to date has 
raised over $200,000. A large percentage of the current funding was raised in the first 24 hours of 
the campaign, with word of mouth continuing to generate excitement over the project. Among the 
in-demand backer rewards are t-shirts, collectible pins, and beautiful, limited-edition prints by celebrated 
artists  Dave Merrell  and  Graham Humphreys . (View the  In Search of Tomorrow   campaign launch trailer .)  

In Search of Tomorrow   will be  an extensive, nostalgic journey through our favorite '80s sci-fi films – from  
Star Wars  to  Star Trek ,  Blade Runner  to  Back to the Future  and  Bill & Ted ,  Mad Max  to  MegaForce, and 
Aliens  to  E.T.  -- exploring their impact year-by-year and their relevance today, told by the iconic artists 
who made them and by those who were inspired to turn their visions into reality. As production is 
underway,  CreatorVC continues to seek passionate sci-fi and genre fans to join its new experiential  
social community on Discord – delivering a truly unique approach to the filmmaking process in which  
fans are driving the conversation, bringing people together at a time where online communication is  
more vital than ever. 
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As the campaign and pre-production for  In Search of Tomorrow  continue, CreatorVC have announced 
even more outstanding talent who will appear in the film to discuss their experiences making some of 
the ’80s’ most indelible sci-fi classics. We’re delighted to welcome  Melody Anderson ( Flash Gordon),  
Ronny Cox  ( RoboCop, Total Recall );  Keith David  ( The Thing, They Live );  Sarah Douglas ( Superman II, 
Conan the Destroyer );  Harrison Ellenshaw  ( TRON, Star Wars ),  Carrie Henn  ( Aliens );  John Ratzenberger  
( The Empire Strikes Back, Outland );  Deep Roy  ( Star Wars, Flash Gordon ); and  Kurtwood Smith  
( RoboCop, Star Trek ), as well as ILM visual-effects legends  Dennis Muren  and  Phil Tippett , in addition to  
previously announced  talent. 

CreatorVC is also proud to announce a partnership with  The Stan Winston School  on  In Search of  
Tomorrow . Having the school that carries on the legacy of the late, great FX wizard Stan Winston – whose 
work shaped so many of the films that inspired and are featured in  In Search of Tomorrow  – working with  
In Search of Tomorrow  is a testimonial to the scope and interest being driven by the film’s subject. 

Simultaneously, the community formed around the film has proven to be enormously enticing to fans  
of ‘80s films and the sci-fi genre, with  In Search of Tomorrow ’s Discord server  growing each week in  
popularity and membership. As was anticipated, an online shared experience featuring watch parties, 
live commentaries with the CreatorVC team/special guests and more has demonstrated that interaction 
and worldwide relationship-building is as appealing as ever during these uncertain times. Guests for the 
Discord live commentaries include Lucasfilm marketer/Official  Star Wars  fan club founder  Craig Miller; 
prolific  Star Trek  novelist  Dayton Ward ; Chet Zar , who created special effects for 1988’s  The Blob; and  
Derek   Defoe  of  Alien Theory  deconstructing  Aliens . 
(View the  Community trailer on the CreatorVC website.) 

From  In Search of Tomorrow  director David Weiner: 
“The amazing response to the launch of our  In Search of Tomorrow  Kickstarter reinforces what we already 
knew, that there is an incredible fan appetite for an informed and thorough, nostalgic revisit to our 
favorite '80s Sci-Fi movies. And it's a two-part tale: The beginning of production on our next star-studded 
superdoc in the wake of the sleeper success of  In Search of Darkness , as well as the creation of a unique, 
fan-driven community at a time when we surely need it the most.” 

From CreatorVC CEO and executive producer, Robin Block: 
“Bringing film fans together through a shared love of '80s Sci-Fi is at the core of our mission. 
We're making history by delivering a unique opportunity for backers who get to participate in watch 
parties, special guest Q&A's and moderated community discussions throughout the lifecycle of 
production. We aim to create an experience that brings joy and  comfort, that pulls people together
and becomes the foundation of lifelong friendships.” 

About CreatorVC:  We are an independent producer of community-powered entertainment: 
long-form factual content that is funded, inspired, and shaped by a dedicated community of fans. 
Our projects include the ‘critically acclaimed’ documentaries  In Search of the Last Action Heroes and 
 In Search of Darkness   and the upcoming  In Search of Tomorrow . 
For more information, please visit  www.80sscifidoc.com . 

Media Inquiries or Interview Requests for producer Robin Block and/or director David Weiner:  
Jessica Dwyer
jessica@creatorvc.com
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